
‘N  Sync  Alum  Lance  Bass
Marries Michael Turchin

By Maggie Manfredi

Wedded bliss! According to UsMagazine.com, Lance Bass married
fiance Michael Turchin in L.A. on Saturday, Dec. 20. The pair
tied  the  knot  at  the  Park  Plaza  Hotel  and  had  a  quick
ceremony. For personal details, you can search the hashtag
“#LanceLovesMichael,” which Bass used to show his excitement
leading up to the big day.

How do you decide how long to make your wedding ceremony?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Your wedding ceremony is just that: yours! That being said,
timing  is  a  major  decision  you  have  to  make  when
confirming the details of your big day. Cupid has some factors
to consider:

1.  Who  will  be:  Keep  in  mind  the  amount  of  guests  when
deciding on the ceremony length. If there are a ton of people
or a very small group, that may change the way you plan
your ceremony. Think about who you want involved with the
ceremony too; if you have one speaker versus three, that’ll
impact the amount of time it takes to say your vows.

Related Link: Elton John and Partner David Furnish Marry in
England

2. Where it is: If it’s a hot August afternoon or a windy
beach day, make sure to take that into account. Having guests
who  are  uncomfortable  —  or  a  bride  or  groom  who
is uncomfortable, for that matter! — will spoil the mood.
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Related Link: Neil Patrick Harris Is Married

3. What traditions you want to include: If you have plans to
do something religious or traditional with your bridal party,
don’t get caught up on time. This is your one opportunity to
have the celebration of love that you want, so do what makes
you happy.

What are some other factors to consider about your wedding
ceremony? Share your thoughts below. 
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